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Assrnacr

The mineral assemblage in seven samples of charnockites is quartz, orthoclase, pla-
giociase, hypersthene, augite, biotite, homblende, * garnet. . . . The distribution of several
elements among coexisting minerals is mostly orclerly. The distribution of Mg and Fe be,
tlveen any trvo coexisting ferromagnesian minerals can be explained by ion-exchange
equilibrium. The distribution coefficients, horvever, vary lvith the concentration of AI in
tetrahedral coordination in biotite or hornblende or with the concentration of Mn in garnet,
wherever these minerals are involved.

A nearly uniform Ti content in biotite may be explained by an equilibrium: MgFe-
biotite in MgFeTi-biotite*3 quartz-orthoclasef 3 hypersthene*water. The difference in
the equilibrium constant (Ca in plagioclase/Ca in garnet) for the reaction: diopsidefanor
thite in plagioclase=grossularite in garnetfhypersthenef quartz, in samples a few kilo-
meters apart, may be due to the difierence in pressure of formation of rocks.

An approach to chemical equilibrium through the reaction: MgFe-biotite in MgFeTi-
biotite+homblendetanorthite in plagioclasef3 diopsidef qluafiz;.:Z grossularite in gar-
net*10 hyperstheneforthoclasef2 water, may finally be inferred. Besides chemical
composition, the only significant variation ll'as in pressure and this variation cannot be
accounted for by simple lithostatic pressure.

fNrnonucrroN

Samples of charnockites from Varberg district in Sweden (Quensel,
1950) contain nine to ten coexisting minerals excluding minor accessories
such as zircon, apatite, pyrite etc. Of these minerals usually five to six
are of variable composition. The distribution of elements among coexist-
ing minerals and chemical equilibrium in the mineral assemblages are
discussed in this paper.

Gnorocrcer, B.c.crcnouNn

Varberg l ies to the south of Gothenburg on the west coast of Sweden.
Basic-to-acid members of the charnockite series are well exposed on the
coast in and around Varberg. Charnockite massifs are surrounded by
aplitic granite, which in turn is surrounded by the more widespread
granitic gneisses.

According to Subramaniam (1960) 'the rocks of the "intermediate"
division are hybrid rocks formed bv reaction of charnockite magma with
pyroxene granulites of the basement'. Quensel (1950) suggests that'these
probably attained their regenerated chemical and mineralogic composi-
tion in connection with reactions due to intergranular diffusion' and 'the

hybridisation may represent either an initial, an intermediate or a ter-
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minating stagc in the metarnorphic evolution of the charnockitic rocks,
or most probably a consecutive process throughout the whole transfor-
mation period'. It is probable that the end process was a metamorphic
recrystallization of a chemically inhomogeneous rock within a very small
p-T field corresponding to some part of the granulite facies (hornblende
granulite subfacies, Fyfe, Turner and Verhoogen, 1958). If chemical
equilibrium was closely approached in the area at a certain 2 and ?, it is
reflected in the number and composition of the coexisting minerals.

This work is confined to a chemical study of coexisting minerais in
eight samples of the chalnockites (Fig. 1). Three samples are from
Trdslcivsldge and four from Gettercin. The mineral assemblage is quartz,
orthoclase, plagioclase, biotite, hornblende, augite, hypersthene, garnet,
magnetite and ilmenite. 'Iwo samples (4 and 5) do not contain garnet.
The opti6 angle in orthoclase is around 50o. Untwinned plagioclase is in
greater'proportion than twinned ones. Garnets may vary in diameter
up to a centimeter. Abbreviations and symbols used in the text and
figures are l isted in Table 2.

CnBnrrcar, Colrposrrrox oF THE MrNBne.r.s

Chemical analysis was made on mineral grains in thin sections using a
Geoscan (Cambridge) with operating conditions as: angle of incidence
of electrons 90o, energy of electrons 15 kV, angle of emergence of X-rays
75o, specimen current 0.1 pA (for other details, see Saxena, 1968). Chem-
ical analyses ol minerals and the calculated formulae are not listed here.l

Evans and Guidotti (1966) found distinct zoning in garnet crystals.
Data on the variation in the composition of different grains of garnet
found within a thin section are sho'wn in Table 1. Important variations
are in FeO (total Fe calculated as FeO) and CaO in samples 3 and 7.
Garnet crystals are about a centimeter in diameter in sample 3. The
difference in composition between the centre and the edge of crystal (a) in
this sample is not large. Crystal (b), however, shows differences both
within and from crystal (a). The size of garnet in other samples is small
(less than 2 mm) and significant compositional differences in different
grains in a thin section are noted only in sample 7. For the distribution
diagrams the values of the crystals (a) are used.

The statistical errors, denoting the inhomogeneity within a mineral
grain (Saxena, 1968), in most analyses were not significant. Some in-
homogeneity was noted within the augite crystal in sample 4 and within
the hornblende crystal in sample 6. AlzOa varied significantly in the

I Tables are deposited with Mrs. M. Dahl, Geoscan Lab., Institute of Mineralogy and

Geology, Uppsala, Sweden.
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Frc. 1. Geological map of Varberg (after Quensel, 1950).

latter. The value used in this case was that given by majority of spots
analyzed. Two different crystals of augite were analysed in sample 7 for
total iron and the difierence between them was less than 4 weight percent.
Zoning in plagioclase could be noted only in sample 7, where a plagioclase
crystal contains 6.5 weight percent of CaO at the centre and 7.9 weight
percent of CaO at the border. As noted before garnet crystals in this
sample also vary in CaO. Three different crystals of plagioclase in sample
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Teslr 1. Panrrnr, Cnrurclr, ANc.vsns or. DrrlrneNr G,lrlror Cnvsrlrs
rN e Rocr TrrrN Sncrrow ron Sour Saupr,ns
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Ref. No. 'FeO' Mso CaO Ref . No.

(a )  22 .6
(b)  23 .0
(c )  22 .9
(a)  3o .7
( b )  3 1 . 0
( c )  3 1 . 6
(a)  30 .s
(b) n.d.
(c) n.d.

8 . 9  6 . 4
n .d .  6 .4
n .d .  6 .65
1 . 4  7  . l
n .d .  7  .2
n . d .  7  . 1 5
1 . 3  7 . 3
n .d .  7 .5
n .d .  7  .35

(centre)  19.0
(edge) 18.4
(centre)  19.8
(edge) n.d.

25.0
25 .1
27  .5

MgO CaO

1 . 5  1 7  . r
n.d.  17.1
r . 4  1 5 . 7
n.d.  13 .8
6 . 0  8 . 3
5 . 7  8 . 3 5
5 . 7 5  6 . 7

\a)
(a)

(b)
(b)

\a)
(b)
(c.)

(a), (b), (c) are different crystals in a single specimen (thin section). In sample 3 the
crystals are about a centimeter in diameter. In other samples they are less than 2 mm.
'FeO' is total Fe calculated as FeO.

8 (collected by Dr. S. Ghosh from somewhere in Gettercin) do not differ
in composition significantly.

TuBonrrrcer, AsPECTS

Under chemical equilibrium, the chemical potential of a component in
coexisting minerals are the same. Also the activity of the component is
similar for a mineral phase in any part of the system. The similarity in
the activity of such a component may be reflected in the mole fraction of
that component in the solid solution.

At a particular p and. ?, the composition of a solid solution for the
components, which are not uniform in their concentration in the different
samples, should vary in a definite way. Equilibrium in such a case may
be revealed by the pattern of distribution of a variable component be-
tween two or more coexisting minerals. Graphic representations as used
by -Kretz (1959) are particularly useful lo show such relations.

T.let,r, 2. AslREvrlrroNs lwn Svurols

G

f
R
t

molar Gibbs free energy
activity coefficient
gas constant

I phase

Kr distribution coefficient
p pressure ? absolute temperature

| | constituent of a solid solution
Xa'mole fraction of a component A in phase a

pa' chemical potential of a component A in phase a
A|v aluminium in tetrahedral coordination
Alvr aluminium in octahedral coordination
Ir orthoclase Pl plagioclase Capx augite Opx hypersthene
Gar-garnet Horn-hornblende Bi-biotite
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While applying the phase rule, water is considered a component and
phase as done by Kretz (1964). Similarly Kretz's definition of variance
and the idea of sub-systems are also used here. In the equation of a re-
action only a particular constitutent of a solid solution { } or a phase

[ ] muy be involved. In such cases p and G stand for a constituent and a

phase respectively. Thus pr!""' stands for the chemical potential of Ca in

the garnet mixture and G$i'stands for the free energy of grossularite'

DrsrnrnurroN oF ELEMENTS

In the graphical representations which follow, the concentration of an

element in one mineral is plotted against the concentration of the same

element in another coexisting mineral. For elements present in small
amount, the weight percent of the oxides are used. In other cases either

the number of ions in the formulae or the atomic ratios (Table 3) are used.

T'itanium. It is present in signifi.cant concentration only in biotite and

hornblende. Concentration of Ti in biotite is comparatively high and

similar in five samples (Fig. 2). Substitutions of Al or Fe3+ for Ti and

vice lersa are common in these minerals (Saxena, 1966, 1967). In sample

6, the amount of Ti is somewhat less but the amount of octahedrally
coordinated Al is high.

Alum:num. Except for sample 6, the distribution of Al between pairs of

hornblende-biotite and hornblende-garnet seems to be orderly (Fig. 2).

Taer-n 3 Aroltrc Rauos ,tltn DrsrnteutroN ConlrrcmNrs or Souo Er-Bu:oNrs

vG. rRef .  vcar  vcepx  vpr  wBr

_ \ o .  
^ C s  ^ C a  ^ C r  ^ F e

vHorn  vcapt

|  0 . 1 7 3  0  4 4 1  0  3 1 0  0 . 3 1 5  0  3 6 8  0  2 1 9  0  3 3 0

2  0 2 9 3  0 4 3 1  0 3 2 0  0 4 0 7  0 1 2 8  0 3 2 4  0 3 S 4

3  0 . 4 1 7  0 4 3 3  0 2 7 5  , 0 5 4 0  0 3 6 8
4 -  0  416 0  r93  0-560 0 . .577 0  490 0  620

5  -  0 4 1 6  0 1 7 2  0 5 8 9  0 . 5 9 0  0 5 0 9  0 6 2 6

6 0  207 0  423 0  166 0 .731 0  758 0  648 0  751

7  0  2 2 7  0  4 5 3  0 . 3 5 2  0  4 4 1  0  4 6 4  0 . 3 1 6

0 583
o 726
0 . 8 7 6

o 922
0. 700

Kg?i'i,,'*'K$ii1)o* rg?iijc" rBi?ilo* r'3iF1)"- rg?i;9- rB,Fj'" rB..f$- rB'r"o"T rBi;"s'
|  2  076 1 .180 0 .416 0  569 0 .200 0  352 0  789 1 .639 0 .933 0  329

2  1 5 6 1  1 1 . 5 0  0 2 8 2  0 7 3 7  0 1 8 0  0 2 4 5  0 . 9 1 7  1 ' 1 3 1  1 . 0 5 5  0 2 5 9

. t  2  0 1 0  0 l o o  0 . 0 8 2
4 1  402 0  814 0 .588 0 .933 |  324 0  759

. i  1  388 0  859 - -  0  619 -  0 .996 1 .382 0 .856

6  1 7 0 1  1 0 3 8  0 2 6 5  0 6 1 0  0 " 1 5 6  0 2 5 5  0 . 8 6 7  1 4 7 6  0 9 0 0  0 . 2 3 0

7 1  807 0  3?r  0  198 0  s10 1 .  701 0  338

x3i' : cal(cu +ne *Mg *Mn), x 3ip* : cal) (octahedrallv coordinrted ions)

Xll:CaTiCalNa), Xp":peTip"aMg). Samples 4 and 5 do not contaitr garnet

Biotite in sample 3 and orthopyroxene in samples 3 and 7 u'ere not analysed.
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0 o . r0  0 .30

*ii' '31
Frc. 2. Distribution of Ti and total Al among coexisting minerals. X represents num-

ber of ion in minerals. Concentration of Ti does not vary sigrrificantly. Distribution of Al
in sample 6 is particularly disorderly due to inhomogeneity in the homblende crystal.

The distribution between plagioclase (where X?g, is taken to represent
the concentration of Al) and hornblende indicates that samples with
high anorthite in plagioclase in general also contain high total Al in
hornblende. In garnets (samples t,2,3 and.7) Al varies between L79 to
1.97 (ion on the 12 O basis). From the calculated chemical formulae of

c

I <
x

'il

1.8
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garnets, it is noted that the total of 8 coordinated positions vary from
3.17 to 3.01 in these samples in the opposite direction. This is probably
due to the variable concentration of Fe3+ in the total Fe.

Manganese. Figure 3 shows a very orderly distribution of MnO between
pairs of coexisting minerals. Although the distribution is shown only
between hornblende and another mineral, the orderliness in the distri-
bution between other pairs of minerals, such as orthopyroxene-clino-

E

r  B i
x  C o p x
o  O p x
o  G o r

*3:
Fro. 3. Distribution of Mn (MnO weight percent) and Ca. X8t : Ca/(Ca+Na), XBX'

:Ca/(Ca*FetMg-|Mn) and X[ln*:gu/Z (octahedrally coordinated ions). Scattering
of the distribution points for Ca is discussed in the text.
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pyroxene is obvious. Among coexisting minerals, the concentration of
Mn increases in the order biotite-rhornblende-+clinopyroxene->ortho.
pyroxene---+garnet in approximate ratios as 1 :3:6: 12: <20 respectively.

Calc'ium. In hornblende Ca does not vary significantly. Figure 3 shows
rather a scattered distribution of Ca between plagioclase and garnet.
The distribution between plagioclase and clinopyroxene is more orderly,
although the variation in the latter mineral is small.

Iron anil magnesium. In Figures 4 to 8 simple ion-exchange equilibria
between pairs of minerals are represented. The symmetric curves are
drawn with distribution coefficients for each pair averaged from Table
3. They represent hypothetical ideat solutions (see Mueller, 1960) . The
ion-exchange reactions and the distribution coefficients are:

Mg-Bi * Fe-HornS Fe-Bi f Mg-Horn,

x?: r - x*l"" Bi-Horn
Korn " l  :  1 ' 0 (1 )

1 - x?: xi:""
Mg-Bi.* Fe-Capx 3 Fe-Bi f Mg-Capx,

x:j 1-x?:"" ._Bi_canx:  Korr" i  :  1 .5

r - r?i x?:"-
Mg-Bi * Fe-Opx3 Fe-Bi f Mg-Opx

xi: r - x?i- B i - O o x
:  Kotr" r  :  1 .0

1 - xi: x;"*
Mg-Bi * Fe-Gar 3 Fe-Bi * Mg-Gar

x? :  1 -x f " "  , _B i_Gar:  I io( r " r  :  0 '33

1 - xij x;:'
Mg-Horn f Fe-Capx 3 Fe-Horn * Mg-Capx

xF"o"n l-x?1"* ,.Horn4anx:  Ko ( r " r  :  1 .9

t - x$l'" x?no"
Mg-Horn f Fe-Opx3 Fe-Horn * Mg-Opx

xT:'" r - x?i"

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

1 - X5"""' X?:"
Kl"i;;i"" : 1.0 (6)
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* : :

0  . .  B i  1 . 0
A - -" F e

Frc. 4. Distribution of Fe between biotite and hornblende and between biotite and

ciinopyroxene. x:Fe/(FefMg). The curves are drawn to follow the equations (1) and

(2) in (a) and (b) respectively.

x

o u
><

b

2 'l
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e '  L U

"  F e

b

0  a ;  1 . 0
X ; ;

Frc. 5. Distribution of Fe between biotite and orthopyroxene and between biotite and
garnet. X:Fe/(Fe*Mg). The curves are drawn to follow the equations (3) and (4) in
(a) and (b) respectively.

O U
X

1 . 0

o o
O L

X

o

4 1
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Mg-Horn {

Mg-Capx f

S. K SAX]JNA

Fe-Gar 3 Fe-Horn * Mg-Gar

xH:"" .1 
_ x$:. : KHiH,o," : 0.33

1 - X$"o'" X?:"

Fe-Gar - Fe-Capx * Mg-Gar

= [KAlsi:]o,l + s[(r '" lrg)sioa] *
F Opx

(7)

x?'o* 1 - x$:"
K3","rli'" : 0.16 (ti)

r - x?1"" x;:'
Mg-Capx f Fe-Opx3 Fe-Capx * Mg-Opx

r?1"" .r_x?l-:K8,,"#"_ :0.60 (9)
1 _ x?:"_ x?:_

Mg-Opx * Fe-Gar 3 Fe-Opx f Mg-Gar
O o x  G a r

_ 
X"; 1 - Xp" ,.opx-Gar:  Ao( r , " )  :  U . lc

I - xo.i- x?:"

These distribution relationships are discussed later.

AN.qrvsrs or Equrr-rnnruu

The distribution of manganese is orderly and consistent with Nernst's
law for the distribution of a dilute component among coexisting phases.
This is an expression of a close approach to chemical equilibrium with
respect to this component in the rocks. As the elements Si, Al, Ti and
Fe3+ replace each other in various amounts, the distribution of Al (ex-
cept in sample 6) may also be regarded as regular. The distribution ol
other elements needs further discussion.

Titanium. Let us consider a hypothetical system:

[r<(r'eug) ,alSi;oro(oH) z] + : [sio,]
FeMg-Bi a

(10)

( 1 1 )
l H r o l

As there are five components-KrO.AbOe (K:AI remains unchanged in
the equation), FeO, MgO, SiOz and five phases (including the inter-
granular phase with water), the system is bivariant and at a specified
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o o
u u

X

o I

X

0  ,  ^ . ^  1 .0
* f "otn 

r 'u

Fto. 6. Distribution of Fe between hornblende and clinopyroxene and between horn-
blende and orthopyroxene. x:Fe/(Fe*Mg). The curves are drawn to follow the equa-
tions (5) and (6) in (a) a"nd (b) respectively.
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o u
><

X  l o . n  
1 ' 0

t s e

o  
x  : : 0 ,  

1 . 0

Ftc. 7. Distribution of Fe between hornblende and garnet and between clinopyroxene

a.nd garnet. X:Fe/(FetMg). The curves are drawn to follow the equations (7) and (8)

in (a) and (b) respectively,

I
0 0
o t !

x

;7

b
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chemical potential of water and total pressure, the phases could coexist

in equilibrium over a range of temperature. The variance in the natural

system is probably higher than that of the hypothetical system (11) and

this difference may be attributed to the presence of certain other com-

ponents. These could be Al, Fe3+ or Ti. They may vary significantly in

biotite. Kretz (1964) attributed the increase in variance in the system

biotite-sillimanite-quartz-garnet-orthoclase-water to Ti in biotite. If p, T

and chemical potential of water did not vary significantly in the area and

provided the mixture of the particular component with FeMg-biotite

is close to ideal, the mole fraction of this component might be uniform

in the six samples. The variation in Fe3+ in biotite cannot be verified here

but Ti content of biotite is similarly high and lies in the range of t 10

percent. If the low value of Xfl in sample 6 is due to AFv in the mineral,

the rest of the values could be considered as within the range of analytical

error.
The high concentration of Ti in biotite relative to other coexisting

minerals is remarkable. Ramberg (1949) mentioned that biotite in high

grade metamorphic rocks requires a higher concentration of Ti for sta-

bility. Biotites from the rocks of upper amphibolite facies (Kretz, 1964)

contain TiO2 varying between 4.2 to 5.6 percent by weight and a biotite

from Madras charnockite (Howie, 1955) contains 4.43 percent. Biotites

from low grade metamorphic rocks usually contain less than 3 percent

TiO, by weight.

Distribution oJ co betzleen pl,agioclase anil garnet. The scattered distribu-

tion of Ca between garnet and plagioclase, but a rather orderly distri-

bution between clinopyroxene and plagioclase, suggests that the scatter-

ing in the former case may be due to some variable other than composi-

tion. Composition of garnets varies significantly in the difierent grains

in sample 3 and 7. However, an approach to chemical equilibrium is

apparent. In samples 1, 6 and 8 the compositional differences in the

crystals are small. In sample 8, a plagioclase inclusion in garnet and the

plagioclase in the rock did not show a variation in the CaO weight

percent by more than *2. In sample 7, crystals (a) and (b) (Table 1) do

not differ much. Crystal (a) in sample 3 is about a centimeter in diameter

but the difference in composition between the centre and the edge is

small. It is, therefore, reasonable to consider equilibrium reactions, par-

ticularly if it involves the distribution of Ca among the coexisting phases.

Kretz (1964) suggested the importance of pressure in influencing the

distribution of Ca between plagioclase and garnet. DeWaard (1965) sug-

gested that increasing pressure gives rise to the garnet-clinopyroxene

subfacies, according to the reaction:
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X

X  g o p r  1 ' 0
F E

o . ,  oo,  j :o
X ; :

Frc. 8. Distribution of Fe between orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene and between
orthopyroxene and garnet. X: Fe/(FefMg), The curves are drawn to follow the equations
(9) and (10) in (a) and (b) respectively.
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6(MgFe)SiOa *  2CaAIzSizOa
198.0 cc 2O1.6 cc

-  Ca(MgFe)SirOu *
o/ ..t cc

(12)
Ca(MgFe)5AIrSioOzn + 2SiO,

232.8 cc 43.3 cc

Green and Ringwood (1967) find that with increasing pressure garnet

becomes richer in pyrope and suggest the growth of garnet by the follow-

ing reactions:

4(MgFe)SiOs *  CaAlzSizOs 
(13)

- (MgFe)3AlzSiaOu * Ca(MgFe)SirOo + SiO,

2(MgFe)SiOs *  CaAlzSizOs; :  Ca(MgFe)zAlzSirOrz *  SiO2 (14)

These equations are inadequate to show the distribution of Ca between

garnet and plagioclase since they either do not contain grossularite or

show it as an invariable component in garnet. Plagioclase is the only

Ca-bearing phase on the left hand side. This imposes a restriction on the

Ca content of garnet on the right hand side in (12) tot one Ca atom must

go to diopside, which Ieaves Ca: AI as 1 : 4 in garnet. Theref ore we cannot

have more than one Ca per five atoms of (MgFe) in garnet'

One possible reaction representing equilibrium among these phases

may be written as:

zIca(vgFe)si,o6l + { cuatrsi,or}
caPx RiSi-'it

3 {caeAr,Si3olr}  + 2[(MsFe)SiO']  + [SiO,]  (15)

3:ofiiil",, oP' a

Quensel (1950) described "Iarge garnets with reaction rims of plagioclase

and diopside denoting an incipient charnockitization." In sample 3 such

reaction rims may be clearly observed. Quensel also described 'diopside

particles' encircled by hypersthene from such rocks.

To discuss equilibrium in (15) thermodynamically, the following sim-

plifications are used: (i) mixing of Mg and Fe in the minerals is not taken

into account, (ii) it is assumed that all mixtures are closely ideal (using

the ideal molecular model) and (iii) concentration of Ca in clinopyroxene

is regarded as more or less invariable. The thermodynamic condition of

equilibrium in (15) is

AG : o : 2Go'*+ Ca + rrff" - 2G 
t"o' - ;: (16)
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Substituting

and
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Substituting,dj : c5j + RT t" x:;

,3i' : cfi'+ Rrln x::"
in (16) and transferring, we obtain

x:j I AG,rar I:  e x p l
XZ:,  

'L RT J

Kretz (1964) obtained a similar expression for the distribution of Ca be-
tween garnet and plagioclase. The effect of increasing temperature on
reaction (15) is not known but by estimate AIl is negative (-20.27 cc)
indicating that with increasing pressure the ratio XE'^/ X3?' must de-
crease. The ratios of XPI^/ Xl!' (Table 4) for the samples of Getterijn
(0.61-0.82) are distinctly different from those of Trzisli ivslege (1.10-
1.80). This may indicate a higher p lor the assemblage from Getterijn.

It was assumed that all the mixtures are ideal. It may be that grossu-
larite does not mix ideally with pyrope and almandine in garnet but the
mixture of anorthite and albite is close to ideal. An increasing concentra-
tion of Ca in the rock may therefore be accompanied by an increasing con-
centration of anorthite in plagioclase but not of grossularite in garnet.
This could be the case in samples 1,2 and 7, where anorthite is high but
not grossularite. In samples 6 and 8 both anorthite and grossularite are
low. However, in sample 3 both anorthite and grossularite are high,
which supports the inferences in the previous sections. In order to be
certain that the composition of garnet as determined by Geoscan is
correct, parts of garnet crystals taken out from sample 3 were mixed and

Tenr,n 4. DrsrnrsurroN or Calcruu BnnvrnN GanNnr eNn Pr-acroclasn

Ref. No. xll"/x3"' Locality

1

a

7

6
8

1 . 8 0
1 . 1 0
1 5 0
0 . 6 1
0 . 8 2
0 .  7 8

Triisltivsliige
Triisliivsliige
Triisliivsltige
Getterrin
Getteriin
Getterdn

Sample 8: XPct^:0.171, XET:0.217. For sample 3 an average vaiue of Ca in garnet
(Table 1) is used.
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the cell constant was determined on such a powder. The cell constant is

i i.OO A. In figure 1 (Winchell, 1958) a straight l ine drawn with 11.66 A

cuts the ,Alm-Gro' base of the triangle at about Alm66Gro+s and if this

mated approximately with the help of the equation:

d l n K  A V

d P : R r

In the present case for K we may use XBI'/XEI'with Atrl for the equation

(15). lt is estimated that a difference of about 4 kilobars reduces

X't^/ X3,'from 1.8 to 0.85' These values are comparable to the values

found for the two localities.

some other chemical explanation, must be left open'

The absence o{ garnet in samples 4 and 5 is probably due to a lower

concentration of both AI and Ca as reflected in the compositions of horn-

blende and plagioclase. In this respect the activity of these elements in

sample 6 appea.s to be the critical lower limit where garnet could form

at such 2-T.

quasi-binary ideal solutions, the mole fraction of Fe is calculated here

as Fe/(Fe*Mg). A similar mole fraction is also used for other coexisting

minerals. The variations in the concentration of other octahedral or

tetrahedral elements influencing the binary mixing in hornblende or bio-

tite could be correlated with Ko values.

The approach to ideal mixing for Fe and Mg in the minerals is shown
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by the disposition of the distribution points arong the symmetric curves
(Figs. 4 to 8). Kp1p"y values in Table 3 are not so uniform as they should
be for ideal mixtures. For the maximum possible error ( * 5/) in the
present data, K$ffi'" for sample 1 may vaiy from 0.7 to 1.0. Ho*.rr..,
for comparison of these analyses with each other, the analytical error
would be much smaller and the irregularities in Kp1pu1 might be due to
one or more of the causes discussed below.

some irregularities could be due to the variations in Fes+ influencing
the value of total Fe in the analysis. The inverse variation oI the number
of 8-coordinated ions with the number of Als+ ion in garnet formulae
indicates that there may be a variable amount of Fe3+. similarly varia-
tions in the concentration of Fe3+ are probable in hornblende, biotite and
clinopyroxene.

Figure 9 shows various possible correlations of Knrr"l with the con_
centration of a third element in one or both of the minerals (see Kretz,
1959' 1960). The correlation of AIIV in biotite or in hornbrende with Ko(ru)
can be noted in some cases. As AlrY varies significantly both in biotite
and hornble_nde, it is more useful to investigate the correration of KBtaf,;'"
(:xliw/xfr".Il) with KB',Fj*. This relatlon is quite regular. These
correlations are significant as they indicate a relation between the con-
centration of Alrv and Fe/Mg ratio in a sil icate (Ramberg, 1952).

concentration of Mn varies somewhat in these garnets. concentration
of Mg is small and, therefore, even small variations of Mn may affect
Ko(ru) involving garnets significantly (Saxena, 1968). In Figure 9 the
correlation between KS?F:jG" and XfnT (number of Mn ion in the for_
mula) is regular. Such correlations between X$ff and Kfiffi. or ff,if[1c'.
are more complex due to other compositional variations in biotite and
hornblende. However the relation of trf;i;"",c"' with XST is orderly
(Fig. e).

The values of Az for the ion-exchange reactions (not involving garnet)
are small and the pressure differences as suggested by the differences of
XE:"/ XE' may not affect Kp1p"; significantly, The values of Kplpu; for
the ion-exchange reactions (4, 7 8 and 10) where garnet end members
are involved might be affected particularly if the difference in pressure
was as large as 4 kilobars. Kn6.q for Bi-Gar, Horn-Gar, Capx-Gar and
opx-Gar are consistently high in sample 1 (Triisl<ivsriige) and low in
sample 6 (Getterdn). These differences, however, could well be due to
other compositional variations in one or both the minerals as shown in
Figure 9.

Some irregularities in Korr"l may be due to lack of comprete equilib-
rium for the exchange reactions considered before. rn sample z ctino-
pyroxene is partly altered to amphibole. This sample shows a signifi-
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6 <

o 20-.oo'-u?' lo
K D ( F e )

Frc. 9. Variation of Kp 1p"; with the variations in the concentration of a third ion in one

or bol,h the minerals. X represents number of ion in the mineral. KBi-fi;": XiiiVXXi,'""
Some correlations are distinct e.g. between xff,; and KgiBi)G"' and between K fii1-S"J'"and
KBi-fiit" Others are less distinct probably due to more complex solid solutions in hornblende
and biotite.

H o r n - G o r
Ko( r c )
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cantly different K$?iitoo- which is otherwise reasonably similar in the
remaining samples. The variation in the concentration of a third com-
ponent does not significantly change K$?f:too.. The similarities in these
values demonstrate a close approach to chemical equilibrium (except
sample 2) with respect to the distribution of Fe and Mg.

Sulruany RNo CorqclusroNs

It is possible to combine equations (11) and (15) and rewrite the
"charnockitization" reaction by introducing hornblende on the left
hand side as below:

{  r l l rgne;rns i ror0(oHr}  *  [Caz(MgFe)nAlrSizozz(oH), ]
MgFe-Bi in MgFeTi-Bi MgFe-Horn

* {caRt,si,o,} * s[ca(Mgne)si,o6] + [sio,]
Ca-Pl in Capx a
NaCa-Pl (18)

=2{ca,Al rSi ror , }  *  1o[ (Mgne)Sioal  + l rers i ,or ] I  r lH,o]
Ca-Gar in Oox F

CaMgFe-Gar

The system (18) contains 9 components (including TiO2 and NazO) and
9 phases. It is, therefore, bivariant. It appears that the encountered
variations in the concentration of components other than that of Ca in
garnet and in plagioclase do not influence equilibrium in (18) signifi-
cantly. Temperature and chemical potential of water were probably
uniform in the area and XA/ XE' was related exponentially to total
pressure.

The distribution relationships and the correlations of various dis-
tritlution coefficients with either pressure or compositional variations are
consistent with the possibility of a close approach to chemical equilibrium
in these rocks. However the degree to which this equilibrium was ap-
proached might be somewhat different in different places. For example
the variation in the concentration of Ca in garnet crystals within sample
3 indicate a lack of chemical equilibrium which is not the case with other
samples (6 and 8) from the same locality.

It is probable that other intensive variables including temperature
were more or less similar in the two localities-Getterdn and Trd,sliivsld,ge
but pressure was higher in Getter<in. The diflerence in pressure as indi-
cated by chemical considerations cannot be due to simple lithostatic
pressure and whether tectonic overpressures are possible or there is
some other chemical explanation remains to be understood.
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